Swift FX—comfort all the way around

Swift™ FX

Swift™ FX

Comfort makes all the difference to the success of
your sleep therapy. And it starts with your mask.

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Less mask. More you.

User Information

The Swift FX brings new meaning to comfortable
therapy with a flexible, super-soft fit. Its soft, fluid
form conforms to your facial contours and follows
your every move.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) coverage guidelines allow for regular
replacement of masks and accessory parts, like
air filters or tubing. Replacing your mask and
accessories as appropriate helps ensure you are
receiving the best, most comfortable therapy
possible.

From the cushioning nasal pillows to the contouring
headgear, the Swift FX surrounds you with softness
for a peaceful night’s sleep.

“Unobtrusive, light
... I forget it is there!”
“The best mask I have ever used
... very soft on my face!”

Visit www.myresmed.com for fitting tips,
customizable replacement reminders and other
therapy information.

—Comments from people using Swift FX
during the user evaluations*

Less mask.
More you.
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Soft and simple, light and gentle

Easy wear and care

Stable seal, even when you move

• Comfortably soft—soft all around, with the added
advantage of soft wraps, the Swift FX enhances
your comfort for a relaxing therapy experience.

• Easy to fit and wear—flexible headgear and
self-guiding nasal pillows are easy and intuitive
to adjust for your perfect fit.

• More sleeping positions—flexible tubing and
the soft headgear and nasal pillows allow for a
range of natural sleeping positions.

• Feel the lightness—the innovative headgear and
light, flexible tube make the mask very light
on your face.

• Easy to use—straightforward assembly and
minimal parts allow quick and convenient
cleaning.

• Uninterrupted therapy—the Swift FX stays in
place securely throughout the night, even when
you move.

• Instantly appealing—from the moment you
put it on you will know that the Swift FX is really
simple, making your therapy easier for you.

• Fits into your life—unobtrusive design and quiet
performance fit well into your daily life.

• More freedom—the smooth swivel and light,
flexible tube rotate with a fluid movement, adding
to your freedom of movement.

